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back out,this I used the time from the length of time it showed upon video &
disappears after if had a good look @ the plane it also left on the dive & turning
a slip stream I also made paintings taken from prints from the video I made 7
prints as which was the number offrames in the video of appearing &

disappearing.

I would be happy to for anyone to pay a visit to my place and I can show you all
that I’ve taken and the most recent ones from out my back door just a few weeks
ago I saw two jets leave a vapour trail in the shape of a "v",then I also notice
three UFO’s that look like out of "Star Wars Film" they had me glued to the
ground just watching them that I nearly forgot my camera in the kitchen as I
have two or three near hand 2 digitals & one SLR Camera it was the SLR one I
used but the third one was too far behind I managed to get one shot and forgot to
put the camera on several frames per second so I was not quick enough to take
the next shot as they all disappear before I could & then could not say how they
manage to disappear before my eyes it was like magic I think they were the
mother of all UFO’s they look like battle ships that you see in old war films.

The other two photo’s are of the plane being buzzed & the others is of a RAF jet
going round above my house several times on a very clod cloudy day around
4pm plus there were 4 UFO’s playing with the jet I used my digital cam camera
& also saw one that kept coming out from behind the clouds while the others hid
behind thin layers of clouds but still saw them with my eyes as well with the
camera and I followed the jet as it went round the area before heading I think
for Spade Adam if that’s the right spelling?

I could go on and on describing all in detail but it would take up a lot of pages
and a lot of ink so if anyone from the RAFIMOD wish to pay a visit and watch
the videos and see that these UFO’S are genuine space crafts and I do not go by
what the majority that seam to see them @ night and tell what lights are seen,I
know that strobe lights on planes & helicopters move right round them from
wing tip to tail as similar with the copter,I’ve seen copters almost every night in
the area from the Solway coast and around Annan of Chapel Cross even high
altitude planes are mistaken for them as weD though they should Dote the speed
of the plane and then they should know that it is a space craft of the speed it does
from a to b take the area,time and ofcourse if it’s a very dark cloudy night or a
very clear moon light night as with through the day as well, I see all the ODes
through the day 9 times out 10 they all seem to be around when ever there are
planes it is I think rare for one to be very low and just glide as the one I first saw
in 1996/98.

I may have a computer but I’m not on the internet as @ the moment I can’t
aft’ord it as I’m busy doing the house and my garden plus what bills come in I
hope to start some time next year so that I can’t look into UFO sightings from
other people in the country.
If possible to send this to the mod as I do not know which department of the
MOD to send this type of letter to them I would be very happy for you to send
them a copy with my permission and perhaps both you and the MOD will truly
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ish streamlined helicopter arrived on the scene.
The jet was similar looking to a small passenger airliner jet but being dark coloured and unmarked. Or
be the dark sky was preventing me from seeing any markings but it was a fairly well lit up night sky due )
the near full moon which was now totally out of cloud cover.
The helicopter flew easterly under the clouds till I could no longer see it while the large jet then flew near
me and then turned at me who was by now stood in a field watching while giving them a 2 fingered hand

I’

signal.

When the plane turned away from flying towards me I then reckoned they’d clocked me so walked the rest
of the miles home.
Surely the strange craft was braking speed from above light speed before entering earths atmosphere then
hid in the clouds knowing full well the military would be on their trail immediately. The crafts crew for sure
appeared 5 to 8 seconds after I thought about the moon and clouds looking nice because well their craft
capabilities looked nicer. It was by far the most amazing sighting id ever seen up till now in 2009 and all
my sightings are amazing. And then the pilot skills and manoeuvres of his large jet were pretty impressive
too but his equipment couldn’t find the craft. Somehow he didn’t know where it was and him corkscrewing
his plane down, in and out of the clouds looked like he was using radar equipment to scan all around and in
them clouds. Their attempts to track and follow it looked pathetic, I wonder at why do they even bother
when this craft can travel faster than light, it entered earths atmosphere in less than half a second and turned
90 degrees in less than half a second and while travelling more than 2000 MPH.
Military and government aircraft are by a long way outclassed in every way and it’s a similar scenario to
compare their attempts at chasing and capturing an SFC to a guinea pig trying to catch a Ferrari which is
half a mile in front. UK military they must be hoping to get lucky and the craft either breaks or crashes, that
is if their fighter jets can’t get hold of them.
The UK government haven’t ever shared with the public all their SFC finds, evidences and witness
statements from their airspace operatives who’
ve seen these craft so for whatever reason they are trying to get one of these craft it isn’t to help us the
taxpayers. It’s somehow to help themselves the government and it’s easy to work out they want this
technology for military purposes and to send their paper authority wherever in space these craft can take
them.

SFC crew have reckoned to me loads of times that governments are always taking wild shots at their
kinds, may be if they don’t stop an SFC will fire back. It would be the first time governments have seen one
shoot back and to me and SFC crew would just be classed as a self defence.
Above light speed they had to have been slowing down from, no other explanation can explain the flash
and streak of fading light. And I’ve only heard of one plausible explanation how any craft or object could
travel above light speed and that explanation entered my thoughts only after I asked (in thoughts) for SFC
crew to explain how they travel at such speeds.
I did explain that earlier in this book but will mention it again here, they do that by almost instantly creating
an object the length of the journey they are to travel, it appears at the back of the craft so propels it forward
almost instantly.
They really do make sure I have lots to tell of themselves and it’s usually of stuff not heard of before.
have read a lot of UFO books and witness statements but I never found anything to do with light speed
propulsion systems. The 6 different kinds of SFC I’ve seen to date they have all been mentioned in
independent witness statements and other books about the subject. The saucer type and strange light
emitting objects I’ve seen being the most commonly sighted kinds. I saw a bell shaped craft once,
something drew me to the window when there I started to look into the sky and there it was, hovering while
spinning clockwise. They are quite rare to be seen, I did find references of them in other peoples claims of
SFC, them saying they are rarely seen and usually in North America.
There weren’t many books written about the subject which were written from only one persons
experiences, most I came across were compilations of the best accounts available. Whitely Strieber was one
author who was writing about his own experiences, well in the 2 books of his I read he was.
Those were called Communion and Breakthrough. He knew his subject too so I can recommend these two
books. He had a lot of strange goings on with lights in the sky and the grey type beings so I found myself
agreeing with all of what he wrote into those books. I didn’t find any other books which were only
concerned with one persons sightings but there will be some. I saw a few which dealt with a persons few
sightings, or a or a few encounters, never though did I hear of one person who had seen as many SFC as me.
2
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Then I’ve come across a few peoples works which so obviously to me looked like fake claims, tis hard
working out who is .trulY seeing SFC and who was mistaken without having to consider the people
wh de about SFC sightings just to get into the fast growing market of books concerned with the

enlJ.

supernatural.

Since 2001 I’ve been asking in thoughts for them to let me video and photo their craft and they alwa ys
said not until after I’ve wrote a book about them. I saw 6 sightings of strange craft in the sky between the
years of 200] and now in July of 2009, all were amazing sightings but not much chance of me getting good
video or photo evidence cause each sighting was either far away and sometimes in the night sky or was a
sighting of a short time duration. Plus I never had a video camera till this year in 09 so if going off all my
previous sightings when they do give me chance to photo and video their craft its going to be even more
amazing than the last mentioned sighting with the flash of light and disc type craft. They actually want me
to be a public figure with these craft, that’s why they made sure I have vast experience of them. Coupled
with the photo and video evidence of the quality and kind I’ll have soon after finishing this book there will
be no competition to this book. It for sure will be seen as the best quality photo and video evidence ever
seen.

The UK airspace militaries must have loads of equipment monitoring the sky near me, I’ve even seen em
patrolling with a brand new Euro Fighter jet!
For them to be using fighter jets over heavily populated areas that can only mean two things, on mission and
trying to get a shot at something. They don’t train their fighter jet pilots over heavily populated areas so for
sure it was on mission.

If the disc shaped craft had only entered earth’s atmosphere then the only light to be seen would have
been when it was engulfed in fire, (section B in picture on previous page). Every person who saw this event
would have been sure it had outside of earths atmosphere braked from above light speed before hitting
earths atmosphere. The picture depicts it slightly rising in its movement across the sky but it was more level
than the picture shows, it was travelling a bit away from me though so it did a bit look like it was climbing
slightly but only because it was moving away from me.
While checking the Internet for UFO related articles I found an advertisement asking for people to send in
Straight away I knew this encounter would be good enough
their UFO sightings to be included into a
within a day or two the author was replying and saying
it
off,
sent
and
for inclusion, so I wrote up a version
he was to use my accounts. That was Pat Regan’s UFO - The Search for Truth.

book.

The UFO crew had again displayed their tendencies to use clouds as cover, then the air force pilot in the
jet displayed that whoever has written his orders they already knew UFOs use clouds as cover. The pilot
must have known how to scan the clouds in that corkscrew fashion before he had entered them. They must
have put their large jet into a steep dive as soon as the flash and streak of light appeared because they were
entering the clouds about 30 seconds after the SFC had. It only stopped searching after the helicopter
arrived on the scene, so again who ever was the highest rank above the pilots they know how fast SFC
disappear from their equipment and soldiers. They way in which they searched and manoeuvred suggests
they have lots of experience with these craft, the royal air force themselves probably sightin"g more craft than
me. They should release into the public all they know about these things but I know they will not do that.
Its shameful behaviour them chasing and trying to shoot at them then hiding all these sightings from the
public and well we do live in police/military USUK states so I don’t ever expect anything less or more from
them. These governments never stop being caught lying in the public, hiding the truth or being how we the
tax payers don’t want them to be so please believe me when I say USUK govts have more evidence of these
craft than I but they wont share those evidences with you.
One video I did see on the Internet shows a NASA satellite shooting at a flying saucer type craft with an
electrical pulse or laser of types, this is not how we want our governments to perform but that is how most
USUKUN governments are to these craft. The people who never believed in SFC were sceptical because of
our govts hiding their evidences.
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preventing me from seeing any markings but it was a fairly well lit up night sky due to the near full moon
was now totally out of cloud cover.
The helicopter flew easterly under the clouds till I could no longer see it while the large jet then flew near
me and then turned at me who was by now stood in a field watching while giving them a 2 fingered hand
signal. When the plane turned away from flying towards me I then reckoned they’d clocked me so walked
the rest of the miles home.
Surely the strange craft was braking speed from above light speed before entering earths atmosphere then
hid in the clouds knowing full well the military would be on their trail immediately. The crafts crew for sure
appeared 5 to 8 seconds after I thought about the moon and clouds looking nice because well their craft
capabilities looked nicer. It was by far the most amazing sighting id ever seen up till now in 2009 and all
my sightings are amazing. And then the pilot skills and manoeuvres of his large jet were pretty impressive
too but his equipment couldn’t find the craft. Somehow he didn’t know where it was and him corkscrewing
his plane down, in and out of the clouds looked like he was using radar equipment to scan all around and in
them clouds. Their attempts to track and follow it looked pathetic, I wonder at why do they even bother
when this craft can travel faster than light, it entered earths atmosphere in less than half a second and turned
Military and government
90 degrees in less than half a second and while travelling more than 2000
it’s
their attempts at
to
scenario
compare
similar
a
and
aircraft are by a long way outclassed in every way
chasing and capturing an SFC to a guinea pig trying to catch a Ferrari which is half a mile in front. UK
military they must be hoping to get lucky and the craft either breaks or crashes, that is if their fighter jets
can’t get hold of them.
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The UK government haven’t ever shared with the public all their SFC finds, evidences and witness
statements from their airspace operatives who’ve seen these craft so for whatever reason they are trying to
get one of these craft it isn’t to help us the taxpayers. It’s somehow to help themselves the government and
it’s easy to work out they want this technology for military purposes and to send their paper authority
wherever in space these craft can take them.

SFC crew have reckoned to me loads of times that governments are always taking wild shots at their
kinds, may be if they don’t stop an SFC will fire back. It would be the first time governments have seen one
shoot back and to me and SFC crew would just be classed as a self defence.
Above light speed they had to have been slowing down from,no other explanation can explain the flash
and streak of fading light. And I’ve only heard of one plausible explanation how any craft or object could
travel above light speed and that explanation entered my thoughts only after I asked (in thoughts) for SFC
crew to explain how they travel at such speeds. I did explain that earlier in this book but will mention it
again here, they do that by almost instantly creating an object the length of the journey they are to travel, it
appears at the back of the craft so propels it forward almost instantly.

They really do make sure I have lots to tell of themselves and it’s usually of stuff not heard of before.
have read a lot of UFO books and witness statements but I never found anything to do with light speed
propulsion systems. The 6 different kinds of SFC I’ve seen to date they have all been mentioned in
independent witness statements and other books about the subject. The saucer type and strange light
emitting objects I’ve seen being the most commonly sighted kinds. I saw a bell shaped craft once,
something drew me to the window when there I started to look into the sky and there it was, hovering while
spinning clockwise. They are quite rare to be seen, I did find references of them in other peoples claims of
SFC,them saying they are rarely seen and usually in North America.
There weren’t many books written about the subject which were written from only one persons
experiences, most I came across were compilations of the best accounts available. Whitely Strieber was one
author who was writing about his own experiences, well in the 2 books of his I read he was. Those were
called Communion and Breakthrough. He knew his subject too so I can recommend these two books. He
had a lot of strange goings on with lights in the sky and the grey type beings so I found myself agreeing with
all of what he wrote into those books. I didn’t find any other books which were only concerned with one
3
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persons sightings but there will be some. I saw a few which dealt with a persons few sightings, or a or
encounters, never though did I hear of one person who had seen as many SFC as me. Then I’ve come
a few peoples works which so obviously to me looked like fake claims, tis hard enough working out who is
truly seeing SFC and who was mistaken without having to consider the people who lie about SFC sightings
just to get into the fast growing market of books concerned with the supernatural.

Since 2001 I’ve been asking in thoughts for them to let me video and photo their craft and they always
said not until after I’ve wrote a book about them. I saw 6 sightings of strange craft in the sky between the
years of 2001 and now in July of 2009, all were amazing sightings but not much chance of me getting good
video or photo evidence cause each sighting was either far away and sometimes in the night sky or was a
sighting of a short time duration. Plus I never had a video camera till this year in 09 so if going off all my
previous sightings when they do give me chance to photo and video their craft its going to be even more
amazing than the last mentioned sighting with the flash of light and disc type craft. They actually want me
to be a public figure with these craft, that’s why they made sure I have vast experience of them. Coupled
with the photo and video evidence of the quality and kind I’ll have soon after finishing this book there will
be no competition to this book. It for sure will be seen as the best quality photo and video evidence ever
seen.

The UK airspace militaries must have loads of equipment monitoring the sky near me, I’ve even seen em
patrolling with a brand new Euro Fighter jet! For them to be using fighter jets over heavily populated areas
that can only mean two things, on mission and trying to get a shot at something. They don’t train their
fighter jet pilots over heavily populated areas so for sure it was on mission.

If the disc shaped craft had only entered earth’s atmosphere then the only light to be seen would have
been when it was engulfed in fire, (section B in picture on previous page). Every person who saw this event
would have been sure it had outside of earths atmosphere braked from above light speed before hitting
earths atmosphere. The picture depicts it slightly rising in its movement across the sky but it was more level
than the picture shows, it was travelling a bit away from me though so it did a bit look like it was climbing
slightly but only because it was moving away from me.

While checking the Internet for UFO related articles I found an advertisement asking for people to send in
their UFO sightings to be included into a book. Straight away I knew this encounter would be good enough
for inclusion, so I wrote up a version and sent it off, within a day or two the author was replying and saying
he was to use my accounts. That was Pat Regan’s UFO - The Search for Truth.

The UFO crew had again displayed their tendencies to use clouds as cover, then the air force pilot in the
jet displayed that whoever has written his orders they already knew UFOs use clouds as cover. The pilot
must have known how to scan the clouds in that corkscrew fashion before he had entered them. They must
have put their large jet into a steep dive as soon as the flash and streak of light appeared because they were
entering the clouds about 30 seconds after the SFC had. It only stopped searching after the helicopter
arrived on the scene, so again who ever was the highest rank above the pilots they know how fast SFC
disappear from their equipment and soldiers. They way in which they searched and manoeuvred suggests
they have lots of experience with these craft, the royal air force themselves probably sighting more craft than
me. They should release into the public all they know about these things but I know they will not do
Its shameful behaviour them chasing and trying to shoot at them then hiding all these sightings from the
public and well we do live in police/military USUK states so I don’t ever expect anything less or more from
them. These governments never stop being caught lying in the public, hiding the truth or being how we the
tax payers don’t want them to be so please believe me when I say USUK govts have more evidence of these
craft than I but they wont share those evidences with you.

that.
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This is an object that appeared South-East to Kfar-Saba, Israel, on Aug-12, 2009,
circ 9-10pm. Most of time there were more than one there, usually a pair ofthem
appearing one after another in a distance and difference of heights b/w’em,
hanging in one point still for minutes, then disappearing momentarily. One time a
’triangle’ formation of near a dozen of those appeared as well, with one of them
hanging aside off the triangle (’the admiral ship’). Unfortunately, I was busy
looking for fresh batteries for my camera and this was the only sample capture I
was able to take until the camera died.
The object was perfectly still, all the movements while zoomed-in are due to my
hands’shaking.
Please comment if you have something smart to contribute to enlightening the
phenomena
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I also thought as we live near the Research Establishment at Aldermaston,
objects seemed to be above that site and moving in a south east direction
towards Basingstoke, Hampshire.

It must have been about ten minutes after the objects had gone, when we were
looking around the sky to see if we could spot them anywhere else, then suddenly
from the north very low in the sky, two silver grey round objects one above the
other shot across my line of sight it was very amassing to see
these objects so close up and moving in tandem together, as if they were letting
us see them and moving closer together and apart again, just to show they were
under control, both objects seem to have a flash of light surrounding them on
one side as if they were spinning, and they were completely quiet, they
disappeared as suddenly as they appeared, just if they switched them selves off
like a light.

They reminded me of two large ball bearings, as far as size, this is difficult
to judge when you have not seen anything like this before, so is the problem of
height in the sky, I would hazard a guess and say the objects were about lOfeet
across and about one thousand feet high, and travelling at about a hundred miles

You may wonder why I haven’t sent this to you before,

I didn’t know this site until recently, but I have sent this
letter over the years to various organizations in the past with no response,

I wish to this day we had got photo’s but we were worried
that if one of us rushed inside for a camera, we would miss them.

18/08/2009
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